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From Cowboy to Contemporary

The Ascent of Architect Antoine Predock
Wild Wonders: The Society of Animal Artists
A Quiet Resonance: David Grossmann
Rendering: Prentiss Balance Wickline Architects

plus:

Of Levity and Life: Sculptor Sandy Graves
The Award-Winning Works of Kevin Pourier
Perspective: Photographer Gordon Parks [1912 – 2006]
Architecture in the West: A Rocky Mountain Remodel & Refined Cowboy Comfort

ILLUMINATIONS
Spoken through the language of color, Roger Hayden
Johnson applies a meditative sheen on his paintings of

his trips to Santiago De Compostela in Spain, a historical

small rowboats. Devoid of figures or movement, the imagery

pilgrimage site from the Middle Ages. The name translates

The images Johnson uses for his paintings stem from

rivets the mind.

into “Saint James of the field of stars,” because the pilgrims

Johnson likens his repetitive use

thought they had reached the end of the earth. Pilgrims

of small, often broken, and crudely

would go from the cathedral to the coast and burn a piece of

repaired boats to Chinese scholar’s rocks

their clothing as a symbol of renewal.

or Japanese suiseki, both are naturally

“That little harbor is where I find the very best boats,”

weathered rocks used in gardens to

Johnson says. “I’ve gone back for the last nine years, spending

invite contemplation of nature. The boats

weeks there, going to all the beautiful little harbors and taking

speak to the effects of time and weather

photographs.” When he plans to be in one place long enough

and act as a barometer for humanity.

Blue and Green Skiff
Oil on Canvas | 36 x 72 inches

“Although boats are man-made, we can read in older

for his oil paints to dry, he takes his box easel and lighting to
paint at night. “In that place, there’s a thick layer of history. You

boats the effects of a hard life on the sea in their multiple lay-

that takes away from the actual boats, leaving him with

can see the Milky Way; you can really see that sweep of stars.”

ers of chipped and sun-bleached paint, worn edges, scraped

the task of working with color and how the light affects the

From August 23 through September 22, Raitman Art

sides, broken trim, and oarlocks,” Johnson says. “With care-

vessels, shadows, and glass-like water. There isn’t a horizon

Galleries in Breckenridge, Colorado, will show Johnson’s work

ful observation, we can also trace the hand of man in a near-

line. These boats sit, omniscient, surrounded by the infinite.

with an opening on August 31. He’s represented by Manitou

narrative of creation, use, and repair in these often beautiful

“I’ve been interested in how one color affects another

Gallery in Santa Fe, New Mexico; Arcature Fine Art in Palm

one; it’s all about keeping everything in balance,” Johnson

Beach, Florida; Gallery Valentine in East Hampton, New York;

These portraits reflected in still water seem at once

says. “Contrast between light and dark, color complements,

The Marshall Gallery in Scottsdale, Arizona; and Raitman Art

solitary objects imbued with meaning, and yet their simple

it’s almost like a game for me. The game is getting everything

Gallery in Breckenridge and Vail, Colorado.

setting invites a symphony of voices from a complicated past.

perfect, in balance … even situating the boat within the

“I like for the paintings to make people contemplate what

square of the canvas … the weight of the image, suspending

they’re seeing,” the Colorado-based artist says. “I find them

it within the canvas like a spider’s web.”

and undeniably sculptural, though functional, objects.”

interesting because of all the changes that have taken place

Johnson feels as if there should be a figure in the boat,

since they’ve been made, evidenced by chips of paint and the

but he’s not interested in that. Once a figure is introduced,

broken parts that have been inexpertly repaired.”

the focus is no longer on the boat, the colors, or tranquility of

For Johnson, both the boats and those improvised repairs are

the water reflecting possibilities. It’s enough for the boat to be

fascinating. Since he’s been painting, he’s eliminated anything

the subject. Within that, the viewer can conjure their context.

Red
Oil on Canvas | 44 x 44 inches

Celebrating the connection
between people, art, and wildlife.

2019 SHOW & SALE | SEPTEMBER 12 & 13
ON EXHIBIT SEPTEMBER 7 – OCTOBER 6
JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING

Don’t miss this premiere exhibition showcasing more than 200
contemporary and traditional wildlife paintings, sculptures, and sketches.
Purchase artwork at our Annual Show & Sale Events September 12 & 13.

Broken Skiff
Oil on Canvas | 30 x 66 inches
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BUY TICKETS TODAY | WILDLIFEART.ORG/WESTERN-VISIONS/ | 307-732-5445
Proceeds benefit the National Museum of Wildlife Art’s educational mission to enrich and inspire appreciation and knowledge of humanity’s relationship with nature.
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